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• Facemasks will need to be worn in all indoor areas during the event (including 
this meeting room)

• We will stick to social distancing as much as possible.

• We have CO2 monitors in this meeting room to monitor the levels. If the 
readings are high, we will require to ventilate the room; you may need to put on a 
coat!

• There are no fire alarm tests planned for this morning.  In  the event of an alarm, 
please follow UKAEA staff to the area outside K1.

• There are tours of JET (12-1pm) or MAST Upgrade or RACE (1 – 2pm) – sign up 
sheets at the registration desk.

• Wifi : WORLDnet-Wifi ; password CCFEguest

Logistical information

Official - Sensitive - Commercial 2
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“The UK is a world leader in the most promising 
fusion technologies …. The government has 
already committed over £400 million towards 
new UK fusion programmes …. to develop a 
concept design for the Spherical Tokamak for 
Energy Production (STEP) – expected to be the 
world’s first compact fusion power plant, to be 
built in the UK by 2040 …..”. 5 sites shortlisted 
for STEP, decision in late 2022.

And we will continue to play a full role in the 
European fusion programme and in ITER, 
which starts operation later this decade.

Government is backing 
fusion development

3 Construction of ITER in France is nearly complete. 
It will produce 500MW from 50MW input power

Artist’s impression of 
STEP
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High performance 
plasmas (JET)

Tritium & other nuclear 
science (H3AT)

Plasma science 
(MAST Upgrade)

Materials Research
(MRF)

Component design and 
testing (FTF in 

Yorkshire)

Robotic handling 
(RACE)

Reactor Design
(STEP, DEMO)

We need research in a wide range of topics – and 
have a several major new facilities

Advanced 
computing and 
digital design
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What to do today
Visit all the stands and go to the talks – consider research in Plasmas and Materials and 
Technology and Computing, not just what you’re studying now.

Universities award PhDs, not us – but we help fund many. A large number of PhDs will 
start next October.  So ask universities about the sort of projects they expect to have and 
how & when they will be advertised. And when applications and interviews are.

And ask them about opportunities in related research – e.g. astrophysics, materials 
science, fission ….. And Masters courses as well as PhDs.

If you have questions about UKAEA – our programme, doing a project with us, etc. –
please ask me or Chris Warrick.


